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See y'all in 2024!

ACROSS
1 Not know where to go

from here in the
conversation

10 Fanfiction genre
frequently featuring
same-sex pairings (I
had hope for Samtiel)

15 Self-created aura of
superiority

16 Spotted
17 "The murderer was

actually the first victim,
who faked their death!"
in a campy story, for
example

18 Michelin employee,
perhaps

19 A tough nut to crack
20 Suppliers for

Smucker's, but not
Saracco

22 Essayist Umberto
24 Battle in the bayou

25 "Happiness --- warm
puppy" (2 wds)

28 Gave way
32 Does "last-minute"

"decoration" on
Halloween, perhaps

33 Curse to ruin, as (or
with) the earth

35 Dens for 11D and
thieves

36 Like every American
president up to this
point (if only 2016 were
different)

37 Some citations in more
recent essays

38 Bullet points for a
meeting

39 Jazz saxophonist Getz
40 A nice wooded arena

for a public concert in
the middle of a city

41 Taboo
42 Issues to pick at

43 Vietnamese dinner
option subject to a
number of borderline-in
appropriate puns in
marketing

44 Like certain sequences
46 Constitutional

beginning?

47 Collections within a
repertoire

49 However, in messages
51 Place where wishes

are made (and parents
may make true)

55 Vegan skin care brand
59 A trans one is old

enough to seem to
have an idea of what
the fuck they're doing

60 Musician's mantra
while trying to find work

62 Mesh kitchen utensil
that is an apt metaphor
to folks with information
retention issues

63 Pursues one's
passion?

64 "Left foot ---!"
(Two-word command in
"Twister")

65 Assessed before
material is given

DOWN
1 --- Yaga (John Wick's

well-deserved Slavic
nickname)

2 Idle in the Circus?
3 Affleck movie whose

title in-story came from
the witty retort of " ---
fuck yourself"

4 --- di Pisa
5 Group with a lot of

VTubers, for example

6 A head in Heathrow,
briefly

7 A (lit. Heb.) delight on
the Sabbath involving
snacks and, potentially,
hard liquor

8 A particularly furry
analogue for Hitler or
Claudius, King of
Denmark (both work,
anyway)

9 Ward of "Sisters" and
"FBI"

10 Topping for a sliced
bagel, at times

11 Tellers of tales?
12 Reported quality of a

dryer sheet

13 Skull cap, maybe
14 Sound judgment on the

ranch?

21 Handout to gaming live
streamers, for example

23 Quality of one who's
slick?

25 "Sure, why the heck
not."

26 Alaskan lampooned as
being able to "see
Russia" from their
house

27 Multi-talented
29 --- the run (Dine and

dash?)

30 Dupe
31 First responder at

home, perhaps

34 Vowelless verbal
admonishment



36 Owner of Hotmail (yes,
it's known now as
Outlook) (yes, Ariel had
an account in high
school) (yes, Ariel is
old)

44 Tailored (with
"towards")

45 A gliding dance step
48 McQueen, Irwin, or that

one Coven Scout in
"The Owl House"

50 Tracks, for example
52 Luminary figure in the

workplace?

53 Dish filler in a lab
54 Pointy weapon of late

(or pointy fish of lake)

56 Achievement for the
multi-talented

57 Dining option for those
who might not
necessarily want a
Michelin experience

58 "Well, this tweet --- like
milk ..."

61 Document used to
dissolve Jewish
marriages


